SNEKA
January 12th, 2013

The SNEKA guys got together and raised a drink in ‘fellowship’ . . . the fol-
lowing was a report on their PARTY:

We are ordering dinner at the Hunan Kitchen in Bellingham, MA. Start-
ing from lower left and going clockwise: Steve Cote, Jon Haddad, Peter
Marceau, Tony Terceira, Bill Logue, Rich Pierce, Steve White, James King,
Tony Pinto and Dave Hardenbrook. Note the 55 gallon tank in the back-
ground. Right now it houses a spotted gar and some small cichlids.
Another photo at the table. Our host and proprietor of the Hunan Kitchen, Jimmy Chang is sitting next to Steve White. Sitting next to Jimmy Chang is James King, a guest and possibly a new killi-addict, assuming we didn’t inadvertently scare him away ;-).

Rich Pierce and Steve White (in our Official SNEKA Shirts) with the bags of killifish and live plants up for auction. Note: Beards and eyeglasses are not required for membership! In the background is another 55 gallon aquarium! All together there are 6-8 aquaria in the restaurant including smaller ones housing Killies on the bar and a couple of wall-mounted aquaria.

THANKS, GUYS . . . SNEKA!!!!!